
Legends of the Camporee 2022 Station Information 12-Jul-22 
The Legends of the Camporee will feature stations based on Legends.  A description of the Legends are below.  We 
will also have the second ever Friday Night Tron Games. 
Legend What is it 
1. Paul Bunyan  Log chopping, cutting, and Ax throwing 
2. Robin Hood & Little John Balance Jousting 
3. Thor Throw Mjölnir and defeat the enemy 
4. Temple of Doom Just like that famous adventurer from the movies Scouts will have to enter the 

temple, borrow the idle and escape the giant boulder. For real a giant boulder! 
5. William Tell Shoot the apple off the pole with an arrow. 
6. The Gordian Knot  Solve the unsolvable puzzle 
7. Samson Test your strength by moving a heavy load 
8. Saint George The Dragon 

Slayer 
Can you retrieve the dragon’s egg and escape the Dragon? 

9. Squatch Can you track the legendary beast? (this is a geocaching station) 
10. The Iron Wolf This is a branding are where items can be branded by the Iron Wolf! 
11. The Legend of King 

Arthur 
Can you solve the puzzle of the round table and release the mighty sword Excalibur  

12. Rock Legends Can you identify the rock legends and their famous songs? 
13. The legend of Zelda Can you rescue Princess Zelda? 
14. The Chinese Zodiac Can you get the twelve animals or the zodiac across the fast flowing river? 
15. Davey Jones Locker Can you Plug the holes fast enough to avoid Davey Jones Locker? 
16. Your Legend Up load your Legendary Videos taken during the Camporee. 
Friday Night Tron Games - Lighted 
On Friday night participate in the Tron Games, all of the games will be lighted.  Plus there will be karaoke on the stage. 
1. Corn Hole Lighted giant version of the classic game 
2. Hula Hoop Challenge Can you throw the spear through the lighted hula hoop? 
3. Croquet Giant lighted version of croquet. 
4. Monkey Bridge Cross the bridge only by the light available. 
5. Test of Strength Yep, how strong are you? 
6. Frisbee Golf Yeah they are light up also. 
Individual  Competitions 
Competitions will include: Costume - Come dressed up as your favorite legend. Patrol Flag - Bring your patrol flag designed based 
on the Legend theme. Gateway - Build a gate way of a famous legend, include unit number and city. 
Cooking Competition Youth: Make a meal based on a famous Chef’s recipe 

Adult: Make a dessert based on a famous Chef recipe 
Note: All stations are subject to change. 

 


